
AMERICAN' INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.-

NEw YORK, November 18th, 18906
The 110th meeting of the INSTITUTE Was held this date, at 12

West 31st Street, and was called to order by Vice-President
Steinmetz at 8 P. M.
The Secretary announced the election of the following associate

-me.mbers by the Executive Committee at its meeting in the
4afternoon.

Name. Address. Endorsed by
HAMMER, EDWIN W. Electrical Engineer, W. J. Jenks.

46 Second Avenue, Chas. A. Terry.
Newark, N. J. A. E. Kennelly.

HIL,$H. P. Engineer, Wendell and MacDuffie, Max Osterberg.
813 Havemeyer Bldg, N. Y. City;, Edw. Caldwell.
residence, Washington, D. C. W. D. Weaver.

KN'oX, GEo. W. Electrical Engineer, Chicago City D. C. Jacksoit
Railway Co., 2020 State Street, C. F. Burgess.
Chicago, Ill. S. B. Fortenbtaugh.

B J. Arnold.
MCo,ArHY, E. D. Electrical Enginieer, The F. P. Little C. R. Huntley.

Electric Construction and Supply Heniry G. Stott.
Co., 135 Seneca St.; residence, 451 C. W. Ricker.
14th Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

CUHWAB, MARTIN C. 1729 Madison Avenue, Louis Diuncan.
Baltimore, Md. H. S. Bering.

H. A. Rowlan(.
$SRAUs, THEODOPRE. Tester, Geineral Electric Co., Schen- C. P. Steinmetz.

ectady, N. Y.,; residence, 1213 H. S. Hering.
Linden Avenue, Baltimore, Md. Ernst J. Berg.

VosmAER, ALEXANDIER. Mechanical, Chemical and Electrical H. Doijer.
Engineer, The General Ozone and H. F. R. Hubrecht,
Electric Suipply Co., Suerkade 104, R. W. Pope.
The Hague, Holland.

WALLACE, Cn4s. F. Engineer, Stone and Webster, Bos- A. M. Schoen.
ton, iMass.; residence, 62 Forest Chas. R. Cross
Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass. Russell Robb.

WHITING, ALLEN H. Electrical Engineer, Riker Electric A. L. Riker.
Motor Co.;, Brooklyn, N. Y.; resi- T. L. Proctor.
dence, Stamford, Connl. W. L. BliSs,
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WOODWARD, W. C. Electrical Engineer, Narragansett C. H. Ilerrick.
Electric Lighting Co.: residence, C. D. Haskins.
21 Arlington Avenue, Providence, F. V. Henshaw.
R. I.

WRIGHT, Louis S. Manager, The Carbondale S. G. Flagg, Jr.
Traction Company, A. E. Kennelly.

Carbondale, Penni. E. J. Houstoi.
YSLAS, CARLOS. Electrician of Railways in Jalapa, C. C. Chesney.

Jalapa, Vera Cruiz, Mexico. HT. L. Fridenberg.
Wm. Stanley.

Total 12.

TRANSFERRED FROM ASSOCIATE TO FULL MEMBERSHIP.

Approved by Board of Examiners, Oct. 14th, 1896.

NICHOLS, GEORGE P. Partner, Geo. P. Nichols & Bro., Electrical VEngineers
and Contractors, Chicago, ill.

FOSTER, SAMUEL L. Electrical Engineer, Market Street Railway Co., San
Francisco, Cal,

CUSHING, HARRY C., JR Electrical Inspector, Fire Underwriters' Tariff As-
sociation of New York, 32 Nassau St., New Yorlk
City.

BALDWIN, BERT L. Mechanical and Electrical Engineer, The Cincinnati
Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Total 4.

The Vice-President anniounced that the eveninig would be
devoted to the reading and discussion of a paper by MEr. 11. Ward
Leonard, entitled "Volts vs. Ohms." The apparatus described,
had been installed upon the platform, and was shown in operation
by the autthor, with the following prelirrminary remarks.

MR. LEONARDD:-It may be well for me to show the operation
of the apparatus. I will say in explanationi that the apparatus
was not mianufactuired for this special puirpose, and that the motor
generator is not exactly of the best form for this use. The
windings of the two armature enids aie niot identical, and the field
strengths are not the same. The result, therefore, is not quite as
good in rnany ways as it would be if they were very mnuch miiore
nearly identical. There is quite a difference; the voltage is 70
on one and 120 on- the other; but I wonld say that it was loaned
by the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company, and will answer the
puirpose sufficiently well to illustrate the performance, so I will
show it as well as I canl under the existing conditions.

If you will turni to Fig. 4 of the paper "Volts vs. Ohms," I
will point out what we have here. I have mnarked upon the
board of the machine here the letter s, which is the shunt-
wound end of the transformer; and that mnarked R is the re-
versible end of the transformer; and the motor M is conniected,
as you see. This is the reversing rheostat in the field of the re-
versible machine, which you will notice is quite large relatively to
the size of this particular maclhine. This apparatus would be no
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larger hlowever, if it were to handle 100 kilowatts instead of one:
the dimensions-being due to the nuimber of coxntact buttons more
thlan anything else.

I have here a volitmeter, whlich is connected across the terminals
of i, the motor to be driven. I -will first start up the shunt-
wouind notor, and when runninig at full speed I will now adjust
the rheostat in such a way that the line volts of 1'25 will be
opposed by the 125 volts of the atmature of M.
When I close the armature circuLit yolu will see there will be

Ino change in the current flowing, anid that by the adjustment of
tlhis rheostat I will be able to make the motor armature go from
rest to full speed; and not onlv that, but I can make it go slowly

1 a backward direction1, for the reason that tlhe speed of these
tlwo machines mriust be always equal, anid as soon: as the voltage of
ER is higher than that of s, the cuirrent will be reversed in this
loop 1, 2, 3, 4; anid thle voltage of R being higher thaii the vol
tage of the Vline, M must ruin in a ieverse direction. You vill
notice that thlere will be no ehange in the cuLrrenit when I close
the arinature circuit, anid there will b)e no effect uponl the arma-
tur'e of the notor.
By maanipulating this rheostat yon caia. nmake it go in either

directioni. By turning in this direetion (illustrating), the motor
will ru1n in the direction whlieh is the reverse from its full speed
directioni. In this case the E. M. F. produced by the reversible
rnachine is lhigher than thlat of the line. By this device I can
riun it bacw'ward, but if the nmotion is to be reversed so as to ru-
backward at full speed, it is better to have a reversinig switch
upon the imiotor armiature teirminals which would be thrown at a
time wl-heni there is no voltage at the terminals, and then you could
go backward at full speed as the current throuoh the armature
would be reversed.
Now, there has beeni considerable talk as to wlhether or not any

practical amrount of energy could be restored to the line by this
system, and I wishl to show that this is donie, This ampere meter
showing the current froml the line, reads both ways fromn zero
Now while running the motor at full speed in that direction, I
instantly reverse the rheostat, thus. Youa noticed that when I
did that, current was restored to the line. The armature reversed,
and its retardation and acceleration in the opposite direction was
accomplished by mnaking the armature of M generate uiseful energy
which is restored to the line.
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VOLTS VS. OHMS*
SPEED REGULATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.

BY EI. WARD LEONARD.

The coiltrol of the speed of an electric m'otor from a state of
rest to that of full speed is a problem of rapidly growing i:mer
portance to the electrical engineer. The operation by means of
electric miotors, of elevators, locomotives, printing presses, travel-
ing cranes, turrets on mnen-of-war, pumps, ventilating fans, air
-coMpressors, horseless vehicles, and muany other electric motor
applications too numerous to mentioni in detail, all involve the
desirability of operating an electric miotor under perfect and eco-
nomnical cointrol at any desired rate from rest to full speed.
The most commonly practiced method of conitrolling the speed

.of an electrie motor for suel applications at presenit, involves the
use of olhinic resistance in the circuit of the motor armnatuire,
which resistance is varied to control the speed of the motor.
The use of an ohlimic resistance for controlling the speed of an

electric notor results necessarily inr a waste of energy, and in an
unstable control of the speed. The object of this paper is to en-
deavor to show the advantages-arising fronm the use of a systemn
-of otor control having several modifications, but all of which
involve the idea of conjtrolling the speed of an electric motor by,
controlling the E.M.F. generated in its armature circuit, and with-
out nsing anv regulating resistances in that circuit.

I shall consider only the control of a single motor, that is, I
Ksliall not refer to the control of several mutuitally dependent miio-
tors by grouping in series and series palallel. I shall also limit
the considerationi to that of a conrtinuous current motor.

Fig. 1 shows the first and simplest form of the E. M. F. SyStemn
,of motor speed control.
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s is an engine or other source of power operating at> a practi-
cally constant speed.

G is a generator.
M is the motor.
E is a circuit of constant E. M. F. which supplies curreint for

exciting the fields of G and M.
It will be noticed that the fields of both G and M are indepeni-

dent of theF. M. F. and current of their armatures. The field of
m is practically constant. The field of G is variable from full
strength to zero strength by imaniipuilation of the controlling-
rheostat c in the field circuit of G. It will also be noticed that
there is no rheostat in either the field or armature circuit of tlhe:
m.otor M which is to be controlled.

_ _1_

FIG.

It will be evident th-at by -varyinig tbe field str-ength Of GT We-
ca-n vary the E, M. F. generated in the armature circuLit from zero
to the full working E. M. F.

In order to make definite comparisons, let us asst me cer#iairt
figures for the fUll . M. F. and currenIt Of . Suppose its fUll
F.M. F. to be 250 volts, and its full wor-ki-ng current to be 100

amnperes. Also,let us assume that the resistance,of the armature
Of M 'IS .05 OhIMS, giVing a COR loss in that armiature of .2 per
ce-nt. of its r-ated capacilty, when the fuLll workin-g current is flow-
i-ng. Let uas assume that the full speed under full torque is 500
revolutions per iniunite. For the sake of -simplicity and becauLse
it does not affect the practical accuracy, of the deductions, let us

neglect the sl'ight losses due to Foucault cuirrents, hystere is,s fric-
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tion and the slight ohmic resistanice of the rest of the armature
circuit.

Suppose that our motor is to drive a large pr-inting press, sueb,
for example as is used for printing calico and that it is required
of us that we shall drive the press at any desired rate from rest
to full speed, and that we shall maintain any such ilnterinediate
speed practically constan-t even thouglh the tor(qlue should vary
from mnere friction torque to tl-he maximumr torqlue of operation.

Let us suppose that the friction torque is represented by 10
amperes through the armature of M, and that the im-axiimum
torque of operation is represenited by 100 amnperes through the
armaature of M. We have now fixed all the condition-s necessary,.
in order that we may determniie the exact performanec of the
.notor.

if, by manipulationi of the controller c, we allow a slight and
gradually increasing current to flow through the field of G, thle
E. M. F at its brushes will gradually rise from zero upward, since,
the arnature of G is being constantly drivaen at its full speed.
Whien it is generating one volt at its brushes, a cur-rent will flow
through the armature of G, due to onie volt acting through .05
ohms, causinig '20 amperes to flow *through M. If the press be
under full torque it will not start witlh this current. Wi en we
have five volts at brushes of G, we have 100 amperes through Mr,
and the arm'ature is just about to start; but since any motion of
M would eause the developmlent of a counter E. Al. F. whiClh
would reduee the eurrent below 100 amnperes, it does not start as,
yet.
As sooIn as we raise the E. M. F. at brushes of G above five volts,

the armiiature of wiv moves at a rate of speed sufficient to develop
a counter E. M. F. Of five volts less than at G.
Thus if we have six volts at G, the armature of M will move at.

a rate of speed sufficient to develop onie volt counter E. M. y. anid
permitting the flow of the proper current for the niecessary torque,
that is 100 amperes.

I call attention to the fact that since the field of the miotor is
constat,t the counter E. M. F. is directly proportional to its speed.
At full torque and full speed, the counter E. M. F. would be

245 volts, five volts being dropped by the passage of tlhe 100 armi-
peres through the ohmic resistance of .05 ohm.

Similarly if G has 125 volts at its brushes, that is one-lhalf of
its full voltage, and the full torque current of t.00 amperes be in
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use, the cou-nter E. M. F. of M would be 120 volts and its speed
would be 120 + 245 of its full speed, that is M would ruin at 245
revolutions per minute or practically speaking at one-half of its
full speed.

Similarly, with one-tenth of the full E. M. F., that is with 25
volts at the brushes of G,"the speed of M under full torque current
would be 20÷ 245 of its full speed, that is 41 revolutions per
minute or approximately one-tenth of its full speed.

Suppose now while X is running thus at 41 revolutions per
minute under full torque, the entire load be thrown off, except
nerely the friction the torque cutrrent of whiclh we have assumed
as 10 amnperes.

Instead of five volts drop, due to the 100 amperes through the
.05 ohm, we now have only 10 amperes through .05 ohm, or .5
volt drop, and the resulting momentary increase of cuLrrent throulgl
M causes slight acceleration of its armature until its counter E. M. F.
is 24.5 volts instead of 20 volts, which it was under full torque.

That is, its speed is now under friction load 245 x 500, oI 50

revolutions per minute.
Hence we see that when operating the notor at onie-tenth of

its full speed of 500 revolutions per minute, and while -tnder full
torque, we can throw off the entire load and experience a change
in the speed of only 9 revoluitions per minute.
Now let us consider the same mnotor u-nder samie conditions

excepting that it is connected as usual to a constant E. M. F. Cir-
cuit of 250 volts, anid that the speed is controlled y an ohmic
resistance in the armature circuit, the field being in sunt directly
across the liie.

If we are to operate the motor under full torque, we mnust ha-ve
the full 100 amperes flowing, through its armature, and if it is to
be operated at one-tenth of its full speed its counter E. M. F. must
be 245 10 or 24.5 volts. This means that we must drop in the
rlheostat 220.5 volts out of the 250 volts constantly impressed.
By having 220.5+*. 100 = 2.2 ohms in the rheostat we can secure
this condition of affairs. But nlow we are wasting 100 X 220.5
= 22,050 watts in the rheostat and only utilizing in the motor
2,450 watts.

Perhaps the worst feature, lowever, about the coniditions nlow
prevailing, is that we have practically no control over the speed
und'er change of torque. For example, suppose as before tbat we
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now throw off the enitire load, leaving only the friction load..
Under the reduced torqne the motor speeds up until its counter
. M. F. plus tlhe drop of E. M. F. in the rheostat again equals the
line E. M. F. When this condition is realized, we have the friction
torque current of 10 amperes flowing through the resistance of
2.2 ohims in the rheostat) and causing a drop of only 22. volts, and
consequenitly the counter E. M. F. of M must be 250-22. - 228

volts and its speed must be I8 500 456 revolutions per'250
minute.

That is, by throwing off the full load, our motor has jumped
fromn 41 revolutions per minute to 456 revolutions per minute,

_.C

G "T'
FIG,2.

a hbange of 415 revolutio-ns i-n this case as compared with
9 revoluitions in the former case, the change inspeed under the,
same conditilons bei-ng nearly 50 t'imies as great, by the system of'
ohmi'c control as by the systemn Of E. M. F. control.

Suppose w'e are again operating at one-tenth speed uander full
torque and therefore have 2.2 ohms in our rheostat Now let the,
torque increase only 12 per cent. which m-ust be expeceted in any
kind of coimmercial practice. To keep the armature in rotation
.will req-uire 112 amperes, but the ohms i'n circuiit, 2.25, will only
permit the passage of 111 amperes with 250 volts impressed, hence,
the increase of 12 per cenlt. in torque will cause the ariature to
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'ome to rest. In the system of control by volts instead of ohms
on the other hand, the speed would only be reduced from 41 rev-
olutions per minuite to 40 revolutions per mninute which change
would nlot be perceptible.

I have gone thus fully into the detailed figures of the cases
-considered, believing that the radical difference detween the sys-
tems of control can only be appreciated fully by such concrete
examples as I have given.

I inow desire to call attention to the fact that in the speed con-
trol by ohmns, the operator can, by mnoviing the lever of his rheo-
stat, chanige the volts upon M as fast as he cani move his hanid
This is a frequLenit cause of burniing oiut of armatures. In the
case of a reversing rheostat, the instanltaneous throwinlg of the
rheostat lever while the mnotor is at fuill speed would mnean that
double tlle line iE. L. F. would be acting to send a current through
nierely the olhmic resistance of the armature, for the reversal of
the rheostat switch would cause the line anid llotOr E. . F.'S to
act in the same instead of couniter directions.
When, however, the change in E. 1r. F. at the mnotor is due, as

in the case of Fig 1, to a change of field magnetism, the instan-
-taneous throwiing of the lever of the controller does Tnot result in
,an instantaneous change of E. M. F. at M; for a change of current
througlh the field of G results in a gradual althougla sufficiently rapid
change of E. MI. F. at the brushes of G, and henice the armature of M
has a, chance to accelerate and develop a counter Em. Mi. P. which in
practice will never be greatlv different from that inmpressed.
Even an instantaneous reversal of the connectiolls of G can be
ulade in ordinary practice without any detrimnental result upon
the generator or miotor, becaLise of this appreciable tirne required
to reverse the magnetism Of G. By various well knlowni methods
the time re3quired for this reversal of magnietism can be varied
over wide limits.

Fig. 2 shows the changes in coninections of Fig 1 -necessary for
the operation of a motor whose imotion is to be reversed.

Fig. 3 shows a modification of the general system in which the
sonrce of E. M. F. iS composed of several different generators in
series with each other an-d having a system of several conductors,
upon eaeh of which a different constant potential is maintained,
so that by counectinig the motor armature across different con-
d-uctors, differeint E. M. F.'s are obtainable at the motor armature.
With two generators and three conduLctors we can obtain three re-
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versible, different autom-latic speeds. Similarly, witlh three gen-
erators and four conductors we can get six reversible, different
.automatic speeds. This modification of the system is especially
suited to the distributionl of power in an isolated plant such1 as a
large manufacturing establishment.

I now come to the modification of tlle E. M. F. system of imotor
Speed control inr which the substitution of . MI. F. for ohbms in
the motor circuit for the purpose of controlling its speed, is most
tolnspicuOUS.
We foind, when considering the case of the rheostat control

with the mnotor running at 1 10 speed and with 100 amiperes

A r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIG. __

through it, that the rheostat had'to absorb and dissipate 100 am-
peres' X 220.5 = 22,050 watts while onily 2,450 watts were ultil-
ized in the motor.
As has been shown, this loss in the rheostat is troublesome,

-not ornly becauLse of the waste of energy, but especially because
of its interference with all positive control.

Evidently what is needed is to substitute for the rheostat a
-device whieli will absorb tbe 220.5 volts and 100 amperes, and,
instead of wasting them, convert them into useful work.
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Fig. 4 shows how this is accomplished by onle modification of'
the E. M. F. system of motor speed control.
G is a source of 4.25 volts eonstant E. M. F.
s is a shunt-wound dynamo connected across the constant

E. M. F. and hence runninlg at a constant speed.
R is a dynamo mechanieally connected to drive or be driveni by

s, and running at a practically constanit speed.
The field of R is excited by the m-ain line E. M. F. and is inde-

penideint of the E. M. F. of its armature and of the current throug
its arrnature. It has a variable alnd reversible field rheostat irn

S~~~~~

FIG. 4.

circuit by means of which the inagnetism of the field of Ru may
be varied and reversed at will.
M is the working motor. Its armature is in series with the

armature of R across the line. Its field is excited by the main
line E. M. F. and hence is independent of the E. N. F. or current
of the armature M.

Let us suppose that the armature of s is wound for 125 volts
and 100 amperes. The armature of R for 125 volts and 100 am-
peres, and the armature of M as in the former illustration for 250
volts and 100 amperes.
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r will neglect the armature losses for the sake of simplicityv
and because they do not materlally affect the oncltusion.

-Suppose that as before. we want to run X at one-tenth of fuLi
speed under full torque, full speed being a00 revolutions per
finute and corresponding to 245 volts counter E. A. F. and fu11
torque beiig that due to 1,00 amperes in the full field.

At first let us have the rotary transformlier us so adjusted that
the fields of R anid of s are both fully excited. Each end takes a,
slight current through its armatuire. Both endIs are motors, andu
they divide between-them the frictioln load.
Now let us weaken the field of R until its field strength} is only

nine-tenths of its full strength. In this weaker field, P tends to
run1 faster; but inl doinig so it is obliged to drive faster the arria-
ture of s, whose counter . ri. F has been al host equial to that of
the line.
The dynamno s now acts as a generator and has two patls open,

for its culrrent, the first being the circuit through the generator s
and the other path: being in the closed loop through R and M.
The E. M. F. Of G balances that of s, but the E. M. F. of wwhi h

formerly was equal to that of G and also that of s, has been re-
due d by the weakening of its field, hence s sexnds a large cur-
rent tlhrough the local circuits 1, 2, 3, 4, causing a large torque in
the armatu.re of M in its constaiit field. M evidently will run at
a speed such that its cointer . M. F. plUS that of i equals the
line E. M. F.

Expressing the conditions in figures under the assumptioA
uiade, there will be upon the termninals of M 25 volts and through
its armature 100 amnperes, that is, a total of 2500 watts in the
arnature of M. The armature of R will have 125-25 = 100
volts and 100 amperes or 10,000 watts, and the arm ture of s will
have 125 volts and 80 amperes, that is 10,000 watts
The generator G produces 20 amperes at 125 volts or 2 50Q

watts, which, by the method described, is transformed into, 26
volts and 100 amperes at the working motor.
By continuing the weakening of the feld of P, we finally hiave

a field of no strength, and hence R becomes inert and we hav
the full line E. i. F. of 125 volts upon the 250-volt motor m,.
which, consequently, runs at half speed. Under these condition
no energy is transformed by the rotary transformer us. If, now,,
we reverse the coinnections leading current to the field of R, audj
Send a gradually increasing current aroiund its field, its voltage is
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added to that of the line instead of beinig counter as heretofore,
until finally its full voltage of 12.5 being added in series with the
line E. m. F. of 125 volts we have upon m, 250 volts and it runs at
its full speed. While R. is thus adding to the line volts it of
course is acting as a generator instead of a motor, which it for-
merly was, and is now driven by s, which acts as a motor instead
of a generator.

I call attention to the fact that the current capacity of all three
armatures, R s asnd M,v is equal, but the full E. M. F. of R and s is
only half that of M, which means that the K. w. capacity of u and
s is each only half that of f.
The rotary transformer R can also be designed to run at nuchh

higher speed than is demanded for the workinlg motor, since it
can be perfectly balanced, and is free from any side or end
thrusts anid has a minimum fri6etion.

There are other mnodifications of the :. Al. F. systemn of motor
speed control which I am not able to describe at present, bnt as
in the case of those described above, the underlying feature is,
to insert or cut out E. M. F. ilnstead of olhms in the armature eir-
cuit of the motor wlhen we wish to chanb4e its speed.

Since many h-tave thouight this system of motor speed control
limited to a few peculiar cases, and also limited to peculiar kinds
of generators and motors, I give in the table below, instances
-wi'thin my own knowledge, showing the kind of machinery
operated and the size and make of the motor used:

Kind of Machinery Operated. Size of Motor. Maker of Motor.

Traveling Cratnes. IK. W. to SO t;- W. Crocker-Wheeler, Eddy. Edison,
Waddell-Entz, Biliberg, C. & C.,
Westinghouse.

.Passenger Elevators. 5 K, W, to 40 . Edison, Eickeemeyer.

,Mining Hoists. il K. W. to 125 K. w. C. & C., Crocker-Wheeler.

Turrets on Men-of- 'ar. 25 K W. General Electric.

Billet Shifter in Rolling Mill. 3o K. W. Crocker- Wheeler.

Heilmann Locomnotive. 8 of 5o K. w. each. Brown.

Cloth Printing Press. 25 K. W. Edison, Gerieral Electric.

.Newspaper Printing Press. 50 K. Wv. lSnknown.

Universal B3orinn Machine 5 K. W Unknown.


